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Item 2.02    Results of Operations and Financial Condition.
 
On August 3, 2017, the Company issued a press release announcing its financial results for the quarter ended June 30, 2017. The
full text of the press release is furnished as Exhibit 99.1 to this Current Report on Form 8-K and incorporated by reference into this
Item 2.02.

On August 3, 2017, the Company held a conference call with respect to these financial results. The conference call was open to
the public. The transcript and slide presentation that accompanied the call are furnished as Exhibit 99.2 and Exhibit 99.3 to this
Current Report on Form 8-K and incorporated by reference into this Item 2.02.

Item 9.01    Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(d)     Exhibits. The following exhibits are being furnished pursuant to Item 2.02 above.
  

Exhibit No. Description
  
99.1 Press release dated August 3, 2017
99.2 Conference call transcript for Earnings Call - August 3, 2017
99.3 Conference call slide presentation for Earnings Call - August 3, 2017
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  CONTACT: Lisa Miles 703.251.8637
   lisamiles@maximus.com
Date: August 3, 2017    

MAXIMUS Reports Third Quarter Results
- Raises Full-Year Earnings Guidance for Fiscal Year 2017 -

(RESTON, Va. - August 3, 2017) - MAXIMUS (NYSE: MMS), a leading provider of government services worldwide, today reported
financial results for the three and nine months ended June 30, 2017.

Highlights for the third quarter of fiscal year 2017 include:

• Revenue of $600.4
million

• Diluted earnings per share of $0.86 compared to $0.79 for the same period last
year

• Strong cash flow with cash from operations of $115.2 million and free cash flow of $109.1
million

• Year-to-date signed contract awards of $1.8 billion and contracts pending (awarded but unsigned)
of
$259.8 million at June 30, 2017

• Sales pipeline of $3.3 billion at June 30,
2017

• Updated fiscal 2017 diluted earnings per share guidance to range between $3.05 and
$3.15

For the third quarter of fiscal 2017, revenue decreased 3% to $600.4 million compared to $617.1 million reported for the same period last
year. The decline was principally due to foreign currency impacts and the expected wind down of a subcontract in the U.S. Federal
Services Segment. On a constant currency basis, revenue would have declined 1%.

Total company operating margin for the third quarter of fiscal 2017 was 13.6%.

For the third quarter of fiscal 2017, net income attributable to MAXIMUS totaled $56.9 million (or $0.86 of diluted earnings per share).
Better-than-expected diluted earnings per share were primarily due to benefits for research and development tax credits in the United
States and Canada. During the third quarter, the Company recorded tax credits of $3.7 million (or $0.06 of diluted earnings per share)
related to tax returns for years prior to fiscal year 2017. In addition, the Company had favorable results of approximately $0.01 of diluted
earnings per share principally due to other income and the gain on sale of the K-12 education business. The remainder of the over-delivery
was attributable to performance. This compares to fiscal 2016 third quarter diluted earnings per share of $0.79, which included a $0.06
gain on the sale of the K-12 education business that was partially offset by $0.02 of legal expenses.
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Health Services Segment
Health Services Segment revenue for the third quarter of fiscal 2017 was $335.1 million, which is comparable to the $333.7 million
reported for the same period last year. Growth from existing contracts and improved service delivery in the United Kingdom was offset by
foreign currency translation and work that ended, including a previously disclosed contract that the Company chose not to rebid. On a
constant currency basis, segment revenue growth would have been 3%. Both revenue and operating income were impacted by
approximately $4 million due to a pending change order where the Company has been performing the additional scope of work and costs
were incurred, but revenue is expected to be recorded in future quarters.

Operating margin for the third quarter of fiscal 2017 was 15.4% compared to 15.1% reported for the prior-year period.

U.S. Federal Services Segment
U.S. Federal Services Segment revenue for the third quarter of fiscal 2017 decreased 12% to $131.6 million compared to $149.6 million
reported for the same period last year. As previously disclosed, the lower revenue was largely due to the wind down of the Company's
subcontract supporting a program with the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. This subcontract ended in April 2017. In addition, the
segment continues to be impacted by the slowdown from the ongoing transition of the new administration in the U.S. Federal Government.

Operating margin for the third quarter of fiscal 2017 was 12.1% compared to 12.8% reported for the prior-year period. The prior-year
period included approximately $3.5 million of non-recurring revenue and operating income that bolstered margin.

Human Services Segment
Human Services Segment revenue for the third quarter of fiscal 2017 was $133.8 million, which is unchanged from the $133.8 million
reported for the same period last year. Organic growth was offset by the expected wind down of the Work Programme in the United
Kingdom.

Operating margin for the third quarter of fiscal 2017 was 12.2% compared to 10.7% reported for the prior-year period.

Sales and Pipeline
Year-to-date signed contract awards at June 30, 2017 totaled $1.8 billion and contracts pending (awarded but unsigned) totaled $259.8
million.

The sales pipeline at June 30, 2017 was $3.3 billion (comprised of approximately $0.8 billion in proposals pending, $0.7 billion in proposals
in preparation, and $1.8 billion in opportunities tracking). This compares to a pipeline of $3.3 billion at March 31, 2017.

Balance Sheet and Cash Flows
Cash and cash equivalents at June 30, 2017 totaled $104.4 million. For the three months ended
June 30, 2017, cash flows from operations totaled $115.2 million, with free cash flow of $109.1 million.

At June 30, 2017, Days Sales Outstanding (DSOs) were 64 and better than the Company’s expected range.

On May 31, 2017, MAXIMUS paid a quarterly cash dividend of $0.045 per share. On July 7, 2017, the Company announced a
$0.045 per share cash dividend, payable on August 31, 2017 to shareholders of record on August 15, 2017.
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Outlook
MAXIMUS is reiterating its revenue guidance and continues to expect revenue to range between $2.425 billion and $2.475 billion for fiscal
2017 with a bias toward the bottom end of the range. Primarily due to the benefit from the research and development tax credits recorded
in the third quarter, MAXIMUS is raising its fiscal 2017 earnings guidance and now expects GAAP diluted earnings per share to range
between $3.05 and $3.15 for fiscal 2017. This compares to the Company's prior guidance of $3.00 to $3.10. The Company’s guidance
does not include any future acquisitions or future legal expenses or recoveries.

"As governments seek solutions to manage aging populations, individuals with complex health needs and growing caseloads in a cost-
effective and efficient way, the long-term macro environment continues to be favorable. Despite continued delays in certain markets, our
core business remains strong. We are actively pursuing opportunities to build upon our stable portfolio. Management remains committed to
achieving our long-term financial and operational objectives and drive shareholder value," commented MAXIMUS CEO Richard A.
Montoni.

Conference Call and Webcast Information
MAXIMUS will host a conference call this morning, August 3, 2017, at 9:00 a.m. (ET). The call is open to the public and is available by
webcast at http://investor.maximus.com or by phone at:

    
877.407.8289 (Domestic)/+1.201.689.8341 (International)

For those unable to listen to the live call, a replay will be available through August 17, 2017. Callers can access the replay by calling:

877.660.6853 (Domestic)/+1.201.612.7415 (International)
Replay conference ID number: 13666496

About MAXIMUS
Since 1975, MAXIMUS has operated under its founding mission of Helping Government Serve the People®, enabling citizens around the
globe to successfully engage with their governments at all levels and across a variety of health and human services programs. MAXIMUS
delivers innovative business process management and technology solutions that contribute to improved outcomes for citizens and higher
levels of productivity, accuracy, accountability and efficiency of government-sponsored programs. With more than 18,000 employees
worldwide, MAXIMUS is a proud partner to government agencies in the United States, Australia, Canada, Saudi Arabia and the United
Kingdom. For more information, visit maximus.com.

Non-GAAP Measures
We utilize non-GAAP measures where we believe it will assist the user of our financial statements in understanding our business. The
presentation of these measures is meant to complement, and not replace, other financial measures in this document. The presentation of
non-GAAP numbers is not meant to be considered in isolation, nor as alternatives to revenue growth, cash flows from operations or net
income as measures of performance. These non-GAAP measures, as determined and presented by us, may not be comparable to related
or similarly titled measures presented by other companies.

In this press release, we use the non-GAAP measures of organic revenue growth, constant currency movement and free cash flow. A
description of these measures, including a description of our use of these measures and our methodology for calculating them, is included
in our most recent Annual Report on Form
10-K, filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on November 21, 2016. We have included a reconciliation of free cash flow to
cash flows from operations in this press release.
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Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about the Company’s confidence and strategies and the Company’s expectations about revenues,
results of operations, profitability, future contracts, market opportunities, market demand or acceptance of the Company’s products are forward-looking
statements that involve risks and uncertainties. These uncertainties could cause the Company’s actual results to differ materially from those indicated by such
forward-looking statements and include reliance on government clients; risks associated with government contracting; risks involved in managing government
projects; legislative changes and political developments; opposition from government unions; challenges resulting from growth; adverse publicity; and legal,
economic, and other risks detailed in Exhibit 99.1 to the Company’s most recent Annual Report filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, found on
maximus.com.
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MAXIMUS, Inc.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

(Amounts in thousands, except per share data)
(Unaudited)

 Three Months Ended June 30,  Nine Months Ended June 30,
 2017  2016  2017  2016
Revenue $ 600,447  $ 617,094  $ 1,830,058  $ 1,780,269
Cost of revenue 448,258  465,715  1,380,734  1,371,008

Gross profit 152,189  151,379  449,324  409,261
Less:        

Selling, general and administrative expenses 68,308  69,706  202,302  199,916
Amortization of intangible assets 2,720  3,517  9,508  9,928
Restructuring costs —  —  2,242  —
Acquisition-related expenses —  —  —  575

Add:        
Gain on sale of a business 650  6,453  650  6,453

Operating income 81,811  84,609  235,922  205,295
Less:        

Interest expense 458  1,029  2,051  3,291
Add:        

Other income, net 1,306  62  1,986  3,402
Income before income taxes 82,659  83,642  235,857  205,406

Provision for income taxes 24,871  30,892  78,643  76,433
Net income 57,788  52,750  157,214  128,973

Income attributable to noncontrolling interests 870  525  1,117  1,354

Net income attributable to MAXIMUS $ 56,918  $ 52,225  $ 156,097  $ 127,619

Basic earnings per share attributable to MAXIMUS $ 0.87  $ 0.79  $ 2.38  $ 1.94
Diluted earnings per share attributable to MAXIMUS $ 0.86  $ 0.79  $ 2.36  $ 1.93
Dividends paid per share $ 0.045  $ 0.045  $ 0.135  $ 0.135

Weighted average shares outstanding:    
Basic 65,571  65,766  65,637  65,836

Diluted 66,082  66,194  66,023  66,200
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MAXIMUS, Inc.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

(Amounts in thousands)

 June 30, 2017  September 30, 2016

 (unaudited)   
ASSETS    

Current assets:    
Cash and cash equivalents $ 104,378  $ 66,199
Accounts receivable — billed and billable 376,972  444,357
Accounts receivable — unbilled 43,718  36,433
Income taxes receivable 11,569  17,273
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 52,902  56,718

Total current assets 589,539  620,980
Property and equipment, net 106,622  131,569
Capitalized software, net 27,370  30,139
Goodwill 397,386  397,558
Intangible assets, net 99,487  109,027
Deferred contract costs, net 17,048  18,182
Deferred compensation plan assets 27,148  23,307
Deferred income taxes 8,548  8,644
Other assets 10,347  9,413

Total assets $ 1,283,495  $ 1,348,819

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY    
Current liabilities:    

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $ 111,856  $ 150,711
Accrued compensation and benefits 85,662  96,480
Deferred revenue 67,498  73,692
Income taxes payable 7,713  7,979
Long-term debt, current portion 180  277
Other liabilities 12,541  11,617

Total current liabilities 285,450  340,756
Deferred revenue, less current portion 29,893  40,007
Deferred income taxes 24,731  16,813
Long-term debt 15,540  165,338
Deferred compensation plan liabilities, less current portion 28,668  24,012
Other liabilities 9,122  8,753

Total liabilities 393,404  595,679
Shareholders’ equity:    

Common stock, no par value 478,120  461,679
Accumulated other comprehensive loss (34,303 )  (36,169 )
Retained earnings 441,795  323,571

Total MAXIMUS shareholders’ equity 885,612  749,081
Noncontrolling interests 4,479  4,059

Total equity 890,091  753,140

Total liabilities and equity $ 1,283,495  $ 1,348,819
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MAXIMUS, Inc.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

(Amounts in thousands)
(Unaudited)

  Three Months Ended June 30,  Nine Months Ended June 30,
  2017  2016  2017  2016
Cash flows from operations:         
Net income  $ 57,788  $ 52,750  $ 157,214  $ 128,973
Adjustments to reconcile net income to cash flows from operations:         

Depreciation and amortization of property, equipment and capitalized software  13,449  13,387  43,416  39,246
Amortization of intangible assets  2,720  3,517  9,508  9,928
Deferred income taxes  14,335  (1,420)  8,614  (1,747)
Stock compensation expense  5,588  4,667  15,822  13,818
Gain on sale of a business  (650)  (6,453)  (650)  (6,453)

         
Change in assets and liabilities:         

Accounts receivable — billed and billable  57,993  7,582  68,023  (27,469)
Accounts receivable — unbilled  (3,822)  (705)  (7,267)  (5,556)
Prepaid expenses and other current assets  (1,568)  (1,065)  5,944  4,378
Deferred contract costs  116  146  1,114  956
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities  (19,694)  (668)  (37,413)  (20,617)
Accrued compensation and benefits  4,590  4,237  (1,703)  (9,974)
Deferred revenue  (417)  (9,694)  (16,270)  (11,703)
Income taxes  (15,345)  21,632  5,370  (965)
Other assets and liabilities  166  (1,645)  375  (4,683)

Cash flows from operations  115,249  86,268  252,097  108,132
         
Cash flows from investing activities:         

Purchases of property and equipment and capitalized software costs  (6,113)  (14,267)  (19,088)  (34,103)
Acquisition of businesses, net of cash acquired  —  (4,924)  —  (46,736)
Proceeds from the sale of a business  650  5,515  1,035  5,515
Other  267  171  485  381

Cash used in investing activities  (5,196)  (13,505)  (17,568)  (74,943)
         
Cash flows from financing activities:         

Cash dividends paid to MAXIMUS shareholders  (2,917)  (2,920)  (8,754)  (8,780)
Repurchases of common stock  —  (2,197)  (28,858)  (33,335)
Tax withholding related to RSU vesting  —  —  (9,267)  (11,597)
Borrowings under credit facility  20,000  9,260  155,000  139,823
Repayment of credit facility and other long-term debt  (120,074)  (84,598)  (304,902)  (139,817)
Stock option exercises  370  205  370  205
Other  (80)  (533)  (1,225)  (533)

Cash used in financing activities  (102,701)  (80,783)  (197,636)  (54,034)
         
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents  2,164  (2,154)  1,286  (3,218)

         
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents  9,516  (10,174)  38,179  (24,063)
         
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period  94,862  60,783  66,199  74,672

         
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period  $ 104,378  $ 50,609  $ 104,378  $ 50,609
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MAXIMUS, Inc.
SEGMENT INFORMATION
(Amounts in thousands)

(Unaudited)

 Three Months Ended June 30,  Nine Months Ended June 30,
(Amounts in thousands)  2017  % (1)  2016  % (1)  2017  % (1)  2016  % (1)
Revenue:         
Health Services  $ 335,090  100%  $ 333,699  100%  $ 1,024,813  100%  $ 956,169  100%
U.S. Federal Services  131,589  100%  149,601  100%  418,257  100%  445,077  100%
Human Services  133,768  100%  133,794  100%  386,988  100%  379,023  100%

Total  $ 600,447  100%  $ 617,094  100%  $ 1,830,058  100%  $ 1,780,269  100%

                 
Gross Profit:           
Health Services  $ 83,269  24.8%  $ 76,775  23.0%  $ 247,957  24.2%  $ 211,464  22.1%
U.S. Federal Services  33,627  25.6%  38,980  26.1%  107,774  25.8%  100,639  22.6%
Human Services  35,293  26.4%  35,624  26.6%  93,593  24.2%  97,158  25.6%

Total  $ 152,189  25.3%  $ 151,379  24.5%  $ 449,324  24.6%  $ 409,261  23.0%

                 

Selling, general, and
administrative expense:             
Health Services  $ 31,716  9.5%  $ 26,345  7.9%  $ 89,737  8.8%  $ 77,312  8.1%
U.S. Federal Services  17,757  13.5%  19,861  13.3%  56,379  13.5%  55,821  12.5%
Human Services  18,925  14.1%  21,373  16.0%  55,827  14.4%  64,006  16.9%
Other (4)  (90)  NM  2,127  NM  359  NM  2,777  NM

Total  $ 68,308  11.4%  $ 69,706  11.3%  $ 202,302  11.1%  $ 199,916  11.2%

                 
Operating income:             
Health Services  $ 51,553  15.4%  $ 50,430  15.1%  $ 158,220  15.4%  $ 134,152  14.0%
U.S. Federal Services  15,870  12.1%  19,119  12.8%  51,395  12.3%  44,818  10.1%
Human Services  16,368  12.2%  14,251  10.7%  37,766  9.8%  33,152  8.7%

Amortization of intangible assets  (2,720)  NM  (3,517)  NM  (9,508)  NM  (9,928)  NM
Restructuring costs (2)  —  NM  —  NM  (2,242)  NM  —  NM
Acquisition-related expenses (3)  —  NM  —  NM  —  NM  (575)  NM
Gain on sale of a business  650  NM  6,453  NM  650  NM  6,453  NM
Other (4)  90  NM  (2,127)  NM  (359)  NM  (2,777)  NM

Total  $ 81,811  13.6%  $ 84,609  13.7%  $ 235,922  12.9%  $ 205,295  11.5%

(1)    Percentage of respective segment revenue. Percentages not considered meaningful are marked “NM.”

(2) During the current fiscal year, we incurred costs in restructuring our United Kingdom Human Services business.

(3) Acquisition-related expenses relate to the acquisitions of Assessments Australia and Ascend in December 2015 and February 2016,
respectively.

(4) Other costs and credits relate to SG&A balances that do not relate directly to segment business activities. During the three and nine  months ended
June 30, 2016, we incurred $2.1 million and $2.8 million, respectively, of legal costs related to a matter that occurred in fiscal year 2014. This matter
was settled in the third quarter of fiscal 2017.
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MAXIMUS, Inc.
FREE CASH FLOW

(Non-GAAP measure)
(Amounts in thousands)

(Unaudited)

  
Three Months Ended June

30,  
Nine Months Ended June

30,
(in thousands)  2017  2016  2017  2016
Cash flows from operations  $ 115,249  $ 86,268  $ 252,097  $ 108,132
Purchases of property and equipment and capitalized software costs  (6,113)  (14,267)  (19,088)  (34,103)

Free cash flow  $ 109,136  $ 72,001  $ 233,009  $ 74,029

         

-XXX-
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MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 1    Operator: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for standing by. Welcome to the  MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call.   At this time, all participants are in a listen-only mode. A question and answer session will follow  the formal presentation. Should you require operator assistance during the conference, please  press star, zero to signal an operator. Please note, this conference is being recorded.   I will now turn the conference over to your host, Lisa Miles, Senior Vice President, Investor  Relations for MAXIMUS. Thank you. You may begin.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Good morning, and thanks for joining us. With me today is Rich Montoni, Chief  Executive Officer, Bruce Caswell, President, and Rick Nadeau, Chief Financial Officer.   I'd like to remind everyone that a number of statements being made today will be forward- looking in nature. Please remember that such statements are only predictions, and actual  events and results may differ materially as a result of the risks we face, including those  discussed in Exhibit 99.1 of our SEC filings. We encourage you to review the summary of these  risks in our most recent 10-K filed with the SEC. The company does not assume any obligation  to revise or update these forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent events or  circumstances.   Today's presentation may contain non-GAAP financial information. Management uses this  information in its internal analysis of results and believes this information may be informative to  investors in gauging the quality of our financial performance, identifying trends in our results and  providing meaningful period to period comparisons. For a reconciliation of the non-GAAP  measures presented in these documents, please see the company's most recent quarterly  earnings press release.   And with that, I'll hand the call over to Rick.   Mr. Rick Nadeau: Thanks, Lisa.   This

morning, MAXIMUS reported its financial results for the third quarter of fiscal year 2017.  Overall, we are pleased with the results - in particular, the solid cash flow and strong operating  margins. We also received the benefit of certain tax initiatives that I will discuss in greater detail.   For the third quarter of fiscal year 2017, total company revenue decreased 3 percent compared  to the same period last year, principally due to foreign currency impacts and the expected wind  down of a Veteran's Affairs subcontract in the US federal services segment that we discussed  last quarter. On a constant currency basis, revenue would have declined 1 percent.  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 2    In addition, revenue in the health services segment was somewhat tempered by our previously  disclosed decision not to rebid a contract as well as a pending change order. I will provide more  details about the change order in the segment discussion.   Total company operating margin for the third quarter of fiscal year 2017 remained robust at 13.6  percent.   For the third quarter of fiscal year 2017, net income attributable to MAXIMUS was $56.9 million.  GAAP diluted earnings per share were 86 cents and better than expected. The over-delivery on  the bottom line was primarily due to benefits for research and development tax credits in the  United States and Canada.   We have been actively pursuing these credits. During the third quarter, we recorded tax credits  of $3.7 million related to tax returns for years prior to fiscal year 2017. This is approximately 6  cents of diluted earnings per share.   We will claim R&D credits in future years, but the impact is not expected to be as material as  this pickup.   In addition, we had favorable results of approximately 1 cent of diluted earnings per share,  principally due to other income and the gain on sale of the K12 education business. The  remainder of the over-delivery was attributable to performance.   Now I will speak to segment results, starting with health services. Third quarter revenue for the  health services segment was $335.1 million and comparable to the same period last year. The  segment was unfavorably impacted by foreign currency translation, and on a constant currency  basis, revenue would have grown 3 percent. The segment benefited from growth on existing  contracts and improved service delivery in the United Kingdom.   As a reminder, the prior year period included approximately $5 million of work from a state  based health insurance exchange that we chose not to rebid. During the quarter, the company  has also been working on

finalizing a change order where expenses are being incurred, but  revenue is expected to be recorded for the additional scope of work in future periods. This  tempered third quarter revenue and operating income by approximately $4 million.   Health Segment operating margin for the third quarter of fiscal year 2017 was 15.4 percent and  reflects an operationally strong portfolio.   I will now address the U.S. Federal Services Segment. As expected, third quarter revenue for  the U.S. Federal Segment declined 12 percent compared to the same period last year, mostly  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 3   due to a Veteran's Affairs subcontract that ended in April 2017. Operating margin for the third  quarter of fiscal year 2017 was strong at 12.1 percent and driven by ongoing efficiency benefits.   As Rich will talk about later, we continue to see a general slowdown in the U.S. federal market  due to the transition in Washington.   I will now speak to financial results for the Human Services Segment. For the third quarter,  revenue was $133.8 million and comparable to the same period last year. On a constant  currency basis, growth would have been 2 percent. Organic growth was partially offset by the  expected ramp down of the work program in the United Kingdom. Human Services Segment  operating margin in the third quarter of fiscal year 2017 was 12.2 percent.   I will now briefly discuss cash flows and balance sheet items. In the third quarter, MAXIMUS  delivered strong cash flows with cash flow from operations of $115.2 million and free cash flow  of $109.1 million. Days sales outstanding were 64 days at June 30, 2017, which is better than  our targeted range of 65 to 80 days.   Over the last several quarters, we have been paying down our long term debt. And subsequent  to quarter close, we paid off all draws on our U.S. credit facility. We did not repurchase any  shares in the third quarter. At June 30, 2017, we had approximately $109 million remaining  under the board authorized program.   Our balance sheet remains healthy and continues to offer us flexibility for capital deployment  and investments. At June 30, 2017, we had cash and cash equivalence of $104.4 million, most  of which was held outside of the United States. We remain committed to sensible and practical  uses of cash to create long term shareholder value.   As a reminder, our priorities for capital allocation include selective acquisitions to enhance our  ability to pursue new growth opportunities, quarterly cash dividends

and opportunistic share  repurchases.   I will close my prepared remarks with guidance. We continue to expect revenue to range  between 2.425 billion and $2.475 billion for fiscal year 2017 with a bias toward the bottom end  of the range. Given the R&D tax credits recorded in the third quarter, we are raising our full year  fiscal year 2017 estimates for GAAP diluted earnings per share, which are now expected to  range between $3.05 and $3.15.   We expect cash provided by operations will slightly exceed the top end of our range of 230  million to $280 million. We should also exceed our free cash flow range of 170 million to $220  million for fiscal year 2017.   



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 4   We now project our effective income tax rate for the fourth quarter and the full fiscal year 2017  to range between 33 and 34 percent. As we have previously mentioned, there is a new  accounting requirement that the windfall benefit from tax deductions in excess of book  deductions for stock compensation be recorded as an adjustment to the tax provision starting  this fiscal year. This means that the effective income tax rate for the fourth quarter of fiscal year  2017 will depend upon the stock price at September 30, 2017, which is the date that restricted  stock units will vest. This will reduce our effective income tax rate as compared to prior years  and also introduces more variability to the tax rate estimate we provide.   Thank you for your continued interest, and now I will turn the call over to Rich.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Thank you, Rick, and good morning, everyone. We had a good third quarter  with healthy operating margins and cash flows, and we remain on pace for a solid fiscal 2017.  The core business remains strong, and the long term macro environment remains favorable.   Investors ask about short-term and long-term growth, so this morning, I will address some of the  most common questions head on.   Our view of the short term has not changed since the last quarter. We are experiencing a pause  in the industry. While we still view this as temporary, it is impractical to speculate as to when we  might see a break in the pause. In the United States, we are currently seeing smaller deal sizes,  reflecting budget uncertainty, increased delays and longer procurement cycles, reflecting policy  uncertainty and less deal flow of opportunities overall.   Further, staffing shortfalls within various agencies continue to hinder the decision making  progress at both the federal and the state level. This leads us to believe that single digit top line  growth is a more realistic target in the short term until new

priorities, legislation and programs  have solidified.   But, longer term, MAXIMUS possesses a healthy and stable portfolio, which is a good  foundation to build upon. While we may be benefiting in the short term from our stable portfolio,  we are actively planting seeds for long term future growth. This includes new growth  opportunities that allow us to augment and further leverage our core capabilities.   It is our management commitment to identify and invest in these growth opportunities. When we  consider our path for the next five years, the macro environment is as favorable as it's been in a  long time. Governments increasingly require solutions to manage aging populations, individuals  with more complex health needs and growing caseloads in a cost effective and efficient way.  So, we feel we have ample longer term opportunities as governments around the world address  these macro trends.   



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 5   As we look ahead to the next five years, management remains keenly focused on capitalizing  on these macro demand trends and bringing us more in line with our stated 10 percent long  term growth target. While 10 percent growth is never assured, our three-pronged approach  gives us multiple paths. This includes growing in our current core markets, moving into the next  set of adjacent markets and incorporating new growth platforms.   First, when management considers growth in our core markets, we are excited to offer forward  thinking services that can fundamentally change our clients' approaches to achieving outcomes.  In recent bids, our digital, analytics and technology solutions have been key differentiators to  winning the work. Digital engagement remains at the forefront of society's thinking, and  participants in government programs expect the same types of digital engagement they rely  upon when interacting with consumer oriented businesses.   We've made positive inroads with the establishment of MAXIMUS Digital Solutions, what we  refer to as MDS, and the launch of mobile applications for government programs. For example,  we successfully launched the new Healthy Louisiana Rap on June 30th. During the month of  July, nearly a quarter of Medicaid enrollments took place through digital channels. Our clients  value our ability to infuse digital into our BPO solutions to make it easier for beneficiaries to  engage with government programs.   Analytics are also playing an increasing role in our delivery of services, from the optimization of  our operations to our staffing models and our performance management initiatives.  Performance analytics have improved our operational processes both in the United States and  abroad. Our clients appreciate how analytics provided them with improved outcomes through  greater insight into the populations we serve.   Technology

allows us to drive efficiencies and improve quality. By incorporating more process  automation into our solution sets, we lower overall program cost by reducing the number of  required staff and reassigning resources to more complex and high value tasks. Across a  number of projects, we have successfully deployed automation to increase efficiency and  quality.   Overall, the use of innovation and technology has enabled us to operate more efficient and  effective programs. This remains a key priority for clients at all levels of government. We believe  these differentiators will continue to play an important role in helping us to continue to grow our  core business.   Second, when management contemplates the next set of adjacencies, we consider our clients'  longer term visions for reengineering their social programs and delivery mechanisms. Recall  that we previously identified Long-Term Services and Supports, what we refer to as LTSS, as  an emerging market, one that is right in the sweet spot for MAXIMUS. Given the demographic  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 6   trend of aging populations with more complex health needs, we anticipate increasing demand in  this market.   While our LTSS work is in its infancy, its roots are tied to our commitment to independence and  delivering conflict-free services. As the LTSS market further evolves, governments are seeking  to protect the line between the independent assessors, determining what services are needed,  and the health care provider is responsible for delivering care.   For example, in New York, we built our conflict free assessments business off our existing  Medicaid enrollment broker platform. These assessments are for residents who are seeking  home and community based long-term care services or have requirements for intellectual and  developmental disability services.   The adjacencies shifted our workforce composition as we needed highly skilled nurses as  evaluators and qualified assessors to determine program eligibility for individuals with  disabilities and/or chronic illnesses. We find that contracts with highly skilled workers serving  populations with complex needs can lead to longer term relationships with our government  clients.   We have since supplemented our home grown capabilities with a greater skill set and  experiences gained through the acquisition of Ascend. We're pleased with our developing LTSS  portfolio. This recently grew with a couple of new assessment contracts, helping state agencies  determine the most appropriate placement in health care needs for program beneficiaries.  These are just a couple of examples of how we are building upon our core capabilities and  applying them to new programs that serve populations with multi-faceted needs.   Geographic expansion is another successful path into adjacent markets. It plays a key role in  our land and expand strategy. It often begins with an acquisition or pilot program where we  deliver our

core services to a new population. We recently entered a new geography with a  small but strategic workforce services pilot program in Singapore. We are providing professional  career guidance to local job seekers who are unemployed or seeking career transitions. While  it's early days, the pilot program startup went smoothly, and we are pleased to establish a small  foothold in the Asia market.   And third, management continues to identify and implement new growth opportunities,  particularly those that support government's ability to address changing demographics, evolving  social policy and legislative reforms. A good example is our entry into the U.K. occupational  health market through our acquisition of Health Management in 2013. We gained a workforce  that included health care professionals delivering health and well-being services to a new set of  public and private sector clients. Health Management provided us the qualifications that allowed  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 7   us to win the health assessment advisory service contract. This ultimately created significant  tangible long-term shareholder value.   We continue to target new growth opportunities that will play a role over the next five years. We  recently acquired U.K, based Revitalised, a provider of digital solutions to engage employees  and communities in the area of health, fitness and well-being. By bringing the latest digital  technology to employers and their staff, Revitalised helps to educate and motivate individuals to  lead a balanced healthy lifestyle.   Their flagship wellness platform is used by clients in both the public and private sector in the  United Kingdom, and Revitalised further enhances our health and well-being solutions and is a  natural complement to our core global health services.   In summary, growing our core, entering into new adjacencies and incorporating new growth  platforms are three ways MAXIMUS will continue to grow and deliver value for our clients and  shareholders.   Let's move on to new awards and pipeline. Our year-to-date total contract value of signed  contracts remains strong at $1.8 billion. We also had an additional $260 million in awarded  unsigned contracts at June 30th. Our pipeline of opportunities at June 30th was $3.3 billion.  Sequentially, the pipeline is comparable to the last quarter. We also continue to see some  procurement delays and experience other normal course fluctuations, including losses,  cancellations and no bids.   Of the $3.3 billion pipeline, just over 40 percent is new work and reflects opportunities across all  three segments and our current geographies.   And as a reminder, the conversion of sales pipeline into future revenue growth depends upon  win rates, the timing of awards and how quickly the contracts ramp up.   In conclusion, MAXIMUS is seizing the opportunity during this period of pause, and we are  actively engaged

in working all three primary avenues for growth. Yesterday's adjacencies and  new growth platforms are today's core business. And our approach today is no different than  how management has successfully grown the company in the past. We are constantly looking  for new opportunities as markets evolve over time, and doing so, we maintain a significant  amount of flexibility as we pursue these opportunities, which include new geographies,  acquisitions or new service offerings.   Our ability to meet our long term financial and operational objectives will come from well-timed  investments in both organic and acquired solutions that address macro demand trends,  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 8   disciplined delivery and management of these solutions and continued focus on achieving the  outcomes that matter most to our clients and the citizens we serve.   And with that, we'll now move on to Q&A. Operator?   Operator: Thank you. At this time, we will be conducting a question and answer session. If you  would like to ask a question, please press star, one on your telephone keypad. A confirmation  tone will indicate your line is in the question queue. If at any time you wish to remove your  question from the queue, please press star, two. For participants using speaker equipment, it  may be necessary to pick up your handset before pressing the star keys. One moment please  while we poll for questions.   Our first question is from Charlie Strauzer with CJS Securities.   Mr. Charlie Strauzer: Hi, good morning.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Good morning, Charlie.   Mr. Charlie Strauzer: I was hoping we could have a little discussion about the ACA and, you  know, given the failed, you know, repeal and replace efforts in Congress, maybe we could talk a  little bit about this bipartisan group called the Problem Solvers and maybe the use of, you know,  waivers, you know, kind of going forward there and just getting your thoughts there please.  Thank you.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Well, I think, Charlie, that's a great topic to address. I don't know if we can  have a short conversation on it, but we will try. And I'm going to ask Bruce Caswell to address  that for us. Bruce?   Mr. Bruce Caswell: Hi, Charlie, thanks. Yeah, and the Problem Solvers group is an interesting  one. As you know, it comprises about 40 House Republicans and Democrats, and they've been  working on a plan to try to fix some of the key elements to the Affordable Care Act on a go  forward basis.   I'll highlight kind of the five areas just by way of background that are under that plan. The first is  they look to stabilize the Affordable Care

Act markets by providing cost sharing reductions, and  that's a topic of--certainly a larger topic that we've heard a lot about this week, but basically  locking in the cost sharing reductions for the health insurance carriers for this coming plan year.   You know, the carriers are in a process right now where they need to establish their rates by  mid-September. And generally, those carriers that have been asked to price with and without  cost sharing reductions have on average priced their plans 19 percent higher if those reductions  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 9   do not exist. So, they have the potential if they don't exist to destabilize the insurance market in  the sense that there are about, oh, 7 million Americans that have relied historically on about $7  billion in these cost sharing reductions, and those are low income Americans between 100 and  250 percent of the federal poverty level.   The second area that they're focused on is changing the employer mandate and have that apply  to companies with 500 employees or more rather than 50 workers and also kind of a technical  fix to the 40 hour work week requirement. Third, the creation of a federal stability fund that  states would be able to tap into to reduce premiums and cost for people that have really  expensive health care needs, and then fourthly, repeal of the medical device tax, which actually  is something that's enjoyed bipartisan support for some time, and then last, really providing--and  this goes, you know, to the end of your question--greater flexibility to states for innovation.   There have been provisions in the Affordable Care Act known as the Widen Waivers and/or  Section 1332 Waivers of the Affordable Care Act that for years have allowed states to really  craft, if you will, their own flavor for the local insurance markets and really create programs that  best address the needs of their local markets. But, it's not been super clear to states as to how  to get through that process. So, this group seeks to provide additional guidance.   So, when we look at this thing across the board, we think that, if the Problem Solvers are able to  make progress, it's the kind of situation that could be neutral to net positive for MAXIMUS. We  were one of the very first companies, in fact, that got out there and did webinars and policy  briefings on the 1332 process and have been working with a number of our clients to  understand their intent as it relates to 1332. And as we transition from the Obama  Administration to the Trump

Administration, there's actually a backlog of waivers that have yet to  be fully adjudicated by CMS, and there are in fact four states at least that have 1332 waivers  pending.   So, I think we're all going to be watching the progress of the Problem Solvers, and we'll see  where it goes from here. But, certainly, there are some very attractive elements of what they're  trying to accomplish that would address some of the current deficiencies in the act.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Thanks, Bruce. Next question please.   Operator: Our next question is from Jamie Stockton with Wells Fargo.   Mr. Jamie Stockton: Hey, good morning. Thanks for taking my questions. I guess maybe, you  know, there's a lot of talk about automation. You guys saw, you know, nice operating margin  improvement year over year if you exclude the one timer last year. Can you give us some sense  for how much runway is left there?   



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 10   Mr. Rich Montoni: Good morning, Jamie. I think that's a great question. And when we think  about automation, we think the following--and I'm going to open up to Bruce and/or Rick  Nadeau, and Rick's the one who constantly says, boy, we're really delivering solid operating  margins. We take a high point of pride in being really good operators of our business.   And I will say that what I mentioned in my call notes about our focus on efficiency and digital  capabilities and analytics—and to a certain extent, the analytics plays as a cousin to  automation—we're always—I think we've really stepped up our game in the last five years in  terms of focusing on our processes, identifying key metrics, monitoring those metrics and then  opening the aperture for new technologies, new methodologies that can further improve those.   And we've already either partnered with firms that provide that technology. So, already, some of  that's in our process. We know there's a lot of innovation that's occurring today, so we'll  continue to look at it. I think this automation issue is going to be five to ten years in terms of  really gaining steam, so it's something to watch quite closely, and we're keen to look at it. And  we made some good progress, and I think we'll continue to be very, very open minded and  proactive about the analytics and the companion automation tools that come along with it.   Bruce, anything to add?   Mr. Bruce Caswell: Rich, I think you've summarized it perfectly. I was thinking the same thing.  Analytics are that close cousin to automation, because if you don't have good business  intelligence on—and good management information—the phrase we use around here is  understanding the health of the work in process—then you can't really figure out where you  need to automate. And we've made major investments in that area, and really, I think are best in  class in many ways in that area.   We also have a

dedicated Innovation, Research and Development team or IRAD Team that  develops a lot of our automation capabilities, which recently led to our being awarded U.S.  patents for some of the work that they've been doing as well as in our area of business  intelligence or performance analytics. So, I think we're seeing evidence that we're doing some  very ground breaking work in this area. I agree with Rich that there's more that can be done.   We've developed relationships such as the one that we announced with Interactions to  automate the IBRs and include intelligent agents in that process that can really transform the  call deflection percentages. Historically in call centers with standard IBRs, it's not uncommon to  see 15 to maybe 20 percent call deflection. But with much more sophisticated capabilities, you  can get north of 50 percent call deflection.   And then, lastly, we're using automation and deeper analytics in the area of people  management. We've launched some programs where we're looking at what the conditions are  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 11   that really contribute to high levels of attrition. And obviously, ours is a people business. Labor is  our most--our single largest cost element. So, through better analytics, if we're able to address  attrition through greater performance management and other factors that can have a big impact,  as well. So, Rich is absolutely right. I think we're at the front end of this process and its benefits.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Thank you, Jamie.   Mr. Jamie Stockton: Okay, that's great. Maybe just one more - you know, the health services  business, you know, we saw growth slow down there. You know, obviously, you guys called out  the, you know, the one timer last year—or I'm sorry—the 4 million of revenue that you weren't  able to recognize, and then it sounds like maybe you walked away from a maybe a flat $1  million piece of business. You know, just at a high level, as people think about the growth  trajectory for that piece of the business, you know, was there anything else that was really  notable this quarter that might change in the near term as we think about this kind of walk to the  single digit growth you've talked about?   Mr. Rich Montoni: Sure. Jamie, Rick Nadeau is going to tackle that one for us.   Mr. Rick Nadeau: Yeah, Jamie, I think you got two of the three things I look at. I think, also,  there was one other item, and that is, you know, sometimes, our contracts provide for significant  upfront payments that we're required to amortize over the life of the contract. We did have one  big piece of amortization that burned off and was not a factor this year but had been a factor in  the prior year. So, I think you probably have another item about the size of the two that you  described that really was an absence of amortization of deferred revenue, so, you know,  revenue without cash because we collected cash in the prior years. I think if you throw those  together, I think that'll

help you.   We also have a chart that, you know, when we file our 10Q, if you read the MD&A, I think we  have a very good role forward chart that helps you with some of those elements. And as I said,  we should be filing that after close of business today.   Mr. Jamie Stockton: Okay. Thank you.   Mr. Rich Montoni: You bet.   Mr. Rick Nadeau: You bet.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Thanks, Jamie. Next question please.   Operator: Once again, ladies and gentlemen, if you would like to ask a question, please press  star, one.  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 12    Our next question is from Brian Hoffman with Canaccord Genuity.   Mr. Brian Hoffman: Great. Good morning. Thank you for the question. As a follow up to the  health care question earlier, I know in recent months, we've heard some states talk about  implementing Medicaid work requirements. Curious if you're seeing any opportunities there yet  or other similar type Medicaid programs? And I know, earlier, you had mentioned that there's a  backlog of waivers that are pending. Would work requirements be tied to those waivers, or is  that different? Thanks.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Well, good morning, Brian. I'm going to comment on this, and then I'm  going to ask Bruce to comment, as well. I will say that what we hear quite frequently under the  banner of personal responsibility—and it's a very common and I think popular theme—you  know, if we move forward with significant changes to the Affordable Care Act, I think there's a  high likelihood that work requirements would become nationally part of the program.   And I do think we have some very significant state specific issues. And before Bruce jumps into  those particular views, I would add that, given the human services business that we have, we  think we're perhaps uniquely qualified to offer some pretty significant capabilities in that space  and marry those two capabilities as one service delivery. Bruce?   Mr. Bruce Caswell: I think you're absolutely right, Rich. And, Brian, to answer your question  about the existing waivers, there--my understanding is there are I think six Medicaid waivers  that are outstanding that kind of transitioned over from the Obama Administration from states  including Arkansas, Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts and Wisconsin. And some of  those do have, it's my understanding, a work requirement component related to them.   Overall, we're tracking about 10 states right now that have expressed an interest in a

Medicaid  related work requirement, and we expect that the waiver process will likely take about three to  six months to get through approvals at CMS. And then from that point forward, we would start to  see RFPs or modifications to existing work to address that.   As Rich said, we do feel like we're very well positioned as a unique company that provides not  just the front end eligibility related services to help determine whether an individual is an able  bodied adult and would qualify for the waiver requirement but also then the employment  services component on the back end.   I think a critical question that states have to face is are they going to have these individuals seek  their employment services or meet that work requirement through the kind of traditional  workforce investment board process, which historically has not been performance based and  outcome oriented, or will they look instead at some of the models like we administer for the  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 13   TANF population where there's more of an outcome orientation to that, which I think aligns a bit  more effectively with what we see in many instances the republican governors of these states  that are seeking waivers seeking for their population.   It's important also to note that the waiver process is not dependent, doesn’t hinge at all on ACA  repeal and replace efforts. So, we'll continue to track those, and hopefully, we'll be seeing some  activity in FY '18 in that regard.   Mr. Brian Hoffman: Great, thank you. And if I could ask one more, if you could talk a bit about  the strength in human services margins in the quarter and how we should think about that  sustainability going forward. Thanks.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Okay, good. Rick?   Mr. Rick Nadeau: Yes, this is due to lower SG&A costs from our United Kingdom operations. I  think we previously disclosed that we had a restructuring that occurred in the first quarter of this  fiscal year, and so I think you're starting to see the results of that restructuring. What I generally  say when people ask about human services is that, you know, and I would say for FY '17, we  should expect that to settle in right around 10 percent as far as an operating income margin for  the full year.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Thanks, Brian. Did you have any other questions?   Mr. Brian Hoffman: No, thank you very much.   Mr. Rick Nadeau: Thank you.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Great. Next question please.   Operator: Our next question is from Jason Gurda with KeyBanc.   Mr. Jason Gurda: Hey, good morning. Thank you. Relative to the last quarter when you talked  about the federal slowdown or pause in procurements, just curious how you're feeling currently?  Is it about the same or a little better or worse?   Mr. Rich Montoni: Well, good morning, Jason. My sense is I'd have to put it about the same.  So, we'll just see. Again, my thoughts go back to, you know, I wish I had that clear

crystal ball to  tell you when all of this is going to break. I'm almost starting to think that, for the moment, we  should think at least the programs as we know it will remain in status quo, and I think—I don't  think the pause is going to remain there forever. I think what's going to happen is these  governments, be it at—if it's not the federal level, it'll be at the state level, they will figure out a  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 14   way to open up the doors to basically make the improvements that we think are on the table in  these programs to drive what we think is the next chapter in health care in this country, and  that’s really the quality and the cost of health care.   Mr. Jason Gurda: And when we think about that state opportunity, are we--are you primarily  referring to the Medicaid waiver opportunities?   Mr. Rich Montoni: Bruce?   Mr. Bruce Caswell: Yeah, I think that's right, and also the Section 1332 Waiver opportunities.  They go much--more, you know, broad, if you will, than just a work related requirement. 1332  gives the states, you know, broad authority to kind of rethink and reshape their marketplaces.   And also just, you know, not to throw it out there as having a high potential of success, but there  has been a lot of talk about a potential alternate approach to the Affordable Care Act that would  create a block grant model. I think Senator Lindsey Graham had introduced legislation just this  week related to a block grant model that I think is kind of a cousin to this 1332 concept.   So, you know, whether it's through the Problem Solvers' effort to clarify the 1332 requirements  or others, I think Rich is absolutely right that this devolution of authority to the states and the  ability of states to really kind of takeover, shape and run their insurance markets is something  that we'll see if we continue to see the slowdown in the federal level in terms of decision  making.   Mr. Jason Gurda: Is there any way for us to think about the potential size of these Medicaid  waiver opportunities or the impact that it would have on the company?   Mr. Rich Montoni: I think it's a tough one to size with any degree of specificity. I mean, I really  would think on the margin - so, you know, in our growth model, you know, if we can marginally  add even single digit revenue to our solid base of business, that's pretty significant in terms of  moving the

needle from a growth perspective.   I don't think any of these moves are going to in any single year create, I'll say, a standalone 20  percent bump. Over time, they might, but in a single year, no. So, directionally, I would think of  marginal improvement, marginal spikes in the growth rate, and it's going to be a confluence of  items that bring it together.   Mr. Jason Gurda: Okay. And lastly, just an update on any M&A opportunities, whether you  have—you feel like anything could happen soon or any comments that you have on that area?   



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 15   Mr. Rich Montoni: Yeah, my comments on M&A – we do remain—it's an integral part of our  strategy. We have an active M&A program and internal group, and we do look at a lot of deals.  We are quite selective, and we do have some things on the front burner, but as you know, until  they cross the finish line, it's probabilistic, so we'll stay tuned.   Mr. Jason Gurda: Okay. Thank you. That's helpful.   Mr. Rich Montoni: You bet.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Thanks. Next question please.   Operator: Our next question is from Richard Close with Canaccord Genuity.   Mr. Richard Close: Great. Thanks for getting me in here. Two quick comments, and I  apologize if you talked about this – the long-term services and supports area, you have a slide  in your presentation on that. Can you go into a little bit more in terms of the total addressable  market for those services?   Mr. Rich Montoni: You broke up here a little bit, Richard. So, I'm going to repeat what I think  the question is. You're asking about long-term support services total addressable market. We  haven't quantified the total addressable market. I will say, in my mind, I think about it—our first,  I'll say, front—our first approach to this has really been through our states in our existing  contracts. So, I would point to our New York contract.   And I would say long term total addressable market is—I don't want to be too specific here, but I  will tell you I think it represents hundreds of millions of dollars in the longer term to MAXIMUS. It  will—the ability to achieve that will depend obviously on the take up. We've already seen  significant take up in New York, as we've mentioned. I know we have discussions ongoing with  other states.   So, I don't want to go too far in terms of quantifying it for you, but I would say hundreds of  millions of dollars. It's a very, very huge social issue, and to a person, all we have to do is think  about the number of

individuals that we see dealing with long term support type services. And  as we know, the majority of dollars spent in our government health care programs goes to those  individuals.   So, when I mentioned earlier about tackling the quality and the cost of health care, that's really  right in the sweet spot. Bruce?   Mr. Bruce Caswell: I would just add one other quick item, and that is that this is obviously  something we're seeing at a global basis, on a global level. So, while, you know, certainly, in the  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 16   United States, with the continued movement of more Medicaid, more of the Medicaid population  into Medicaid managed long-term care, which has been a nice driver for us, and also we've  talked about our combination with Ascend and the work that we now do to do assessments for  individuals with intellectual disabilities and folks applying for waiver programs for home and  community-based services, we see that trend continuing because states are, you know,  continuing to struggle with the cost structures in supporting these individuals.   But, in the United Kingdom, as we mentioned, with our combination with Revitalised, and now  having a platform that we can use to move a bit more into the telecare space, certainly, there  are pressures in the United Kingdom with the National Health Service to find combinations for  individuals as they come out of hospital in local communities. And I think over the long term,  telehealth will end up playing a role in long-term services and supports, as well.   Mr. Richard Close: Okay, and—.   Mr. Rich Montoni: —You had another question there, Richard?   Mr. Richard Close: Yeah, yeah. So, we're in the status quo period, I guess, with respect to the  federal government and, you know, lack of opportunities. If you were to take a step back,  though, have you guys had any type of conversations, you know, maybe with the IRS or any  other different agencies that, you know, when the log jam does sort of break up here, that you  see, you know, potential contracting opportunities over the next year or so or, you know, just  maybe thoughts in there in terms of what agencies you could see the most opportunity with?   Mr. Rich Montoni: Bruce?   Mr. Bruce Caswell: Sure. Absolutely. I mean, there are ongoing conversations. You know, one  of the statistics to kind of make the point about the logjam presently that we follow, as of this  morning, I think of the 575 key

positions that require Senate confirmation, 49 have been  confirmed. So, there's a big pipeline of confirmations yet to occur.   And we've seen other companies comment pretty broadly on this. Most recently, General  Dynamics and also Leidos have commented on the situation.   So, of course, we're out in the agencies having conversations. As I mentioned, we've recently  announced our relationship with Interactions from a call center perspective, an IBR perspective.  That certainly could open up opportunities in certain agencies that historically have had large in- sourced customer contact center operations.   And we're really just trying to follow the agenda of the Administration, if you will. And so, there— you know, to the degree that work with departments and agencies like the veterans and  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 17   certainly as tax reform may impact the IRS, you know, as that agenda begins to unfold, we're  there having conversations about how we can add value through business process services.  So, stay tuned.   Mr. Richard Close: Have you guys had any conversations with the Office of Innovation in the  White House?   Mr. Bruce Caswell: I don't want to comment on specific conversations, but we are well aware  of the work of the Office of Innovation and actually the way that they're collecting information  from the specific departments and agencies as it relates to the executive order to look at the  functioning of those agencies and whether there are opportunities to consolidate or outsource  and privatize certain functions. So, that's an element of how we are tracking obviously the new  opportunities in the administration.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Yeah, I would add, Richard, that our level of activity with our existing  agency clients and other agency clients as well as such things as the office of innovation has  been—I would classify it on the heavy/intense side of things in terms of sharing thoughts,  suggestions, ideas, opportunities to improve. Many of them are on the table, and hopefully, a  fair share of them will also make its way to new regulation or new law.   Mr. Richard Close: Great, thank you.   Mr. Rich Montoni: You bet.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Thanks, Richard.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Thank you, Richard.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Operator, next question please.   Operator: Thank you. Once again, ladies and gentlemen, if you'd like to ask a question, please  press star, one.   We have a follow up question from Jamie Stockton with Wells Fargo.   Mr. Jamie Stockton: Hi, thanks. Maybe just a couple more, hopefully eliminate some of the  offline stuff you guys get – the two acquisitions you guys threw a slide in there on, are there any,  you know, financial details you can give us on, you know, what you paid,

how much revenue  you're gonna get, anything like that?   Mr. Rich Montoni: Sure. I'm going to ask Rick Nadeau to give you a little bit of color on those.  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 18    Mr. Rick Nadeau: Yeah, you're asking about Revitalised, for one. Yeah, we paid $2.8 million.  There's also a contingent consideration piece that will be tied to their future success of sales,  and that's $1.6 million. It's relatively small, but as we said, it's in the United Kingdom, and it's,  you know, it's critical types of skills that we wanted to capture. What was the other one?   Mr. Jamie Stockton: [Unintelligible.]   Mr. Rich Montoni: I think Ascend was the one that was mentioned. Was it Ascend?   Mr. Rick Nadeau: Oh, it happened in prior quarters. The reason I'm confused is Ascend is-- was February 29th of last year. So, I'm sorry, your question on that one is?   Mr. Jamie Stockton: Oh, I'm sorry. The slide you threw in there brought up Health  Management, and I didn't know if that was a recent--.   Ms. Lisa Miles: --Oh, that was--.   Mr. Rick Nadeau: --Oh, no, HML was a 2013 transaction.   Mr. Jamie Stockton: Okay.   Mr. Rich Nadeau: The point that Rich was making was that was an acquisition that enabled us  to have the skills to bid HAAS and so that was the reason we brought that back up.   Mr. Rich Montoni: So, Revitalised was the only acquisition in the quarter, Jamie.   Mr. Jamie Stockton: Okay, that's great. My other question was, you know, you guys are  having a blowout year from a cash flow standpoint. When I look back at kind of prior years, you  know, there was kind of a consistent investment that you were having to make in working capital  that isn't happening this year. And, you know, I would just love any thoughts you might have  around whether, you know, that is something that is sustainable or is it something that might just  be more transitory because of this paused environment?   Mr. Rich Montoni: Well, I'm going to—Rick's going to answer it. I'll give you a macro or a high  level answer, and I said it's an interesting observation you

make. And what comes to my mind is  the fact that our business development cycle is oftentimes multiyear in nature. And when you  study the consequences, the financial consequences of that model year by year by year, you do  get some very interesting fluctuations. And what would you add to that, Rick?   



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 19   Mr. Rick Nadeau: I'd add to that that, you know, we work very hard on the balance sheet, and  we're pretty proud of getting our DSO to 64 days. You know, we've disclosed consistently that  our range is 65 to 80. You know, we've had years where we've been above 80. But, getting it  down to the lower end of that range and actually going below it I think is something that is a  point of pride here for the finance group and the operations group as they work together to  make sure that we stand up for ourselves and get our cash collections, you know, when we're  entitled to it.   So, you know, Rich is right from a macro standpoint, but we work hard on the micro side of it to  make sure that we keep the DSOs effectively—you know, as effective as we can and use as  little working capital investment as we can.   Mr. Jamie Stockton: Okay. And I'm just going to throw one more in there. Hopefully, this will  also help you eliminate some offline stuff. You gave a little more detail on the pipeline. Any color  as to kind of how that current breakdown compares to the historical mix?   Mr. Rich Montoni: Yeah, my reaction is, by and large, I think the pipeline is pretty consistent  on a sequential basis. You'll see some what I consider to be normal course movement within  the components of the pipeline. That's my overall take in terms of where we stand on the  pipeline.   The other thing that I would say is, when I think about that pipeline, those pipeline metrics that  we disclose, I think the—I think those metrics are good indicators of short-term growth. The  longer term you're thinking, the less helpful those metrics happen to be. I think the real growth  opportunities don't fall within those metrics. And as you know, those metrics reflect opportunities  that we think will matriculate within a six month period and form a request for proposal.   We also monitor a tier two and a tier three, which would

be longer term often larger type  opportunities. It's really kind of the big top end of the funnel. So, we think longer term growth,  our minds tend to go to the top tier of that funnel.   Mr. Jamie Stockton: Okay, that's great. Thank you.   Mr. Rich Montoni: You bet.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Thanks, Jamie. Next question please.   Operator: Our next question is from Frank Sparacino with First Analysis.   Mr. Frank Sparacino: Hi, guys. Going back to Revitalised and I guess, you know, trying to get  a sense of what the opportunity is in the U.K. around digital health and wellness in terms of, you  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 20   know, how many lives you're touching today, it would seem to be fairly large. And then I guess  maybe related to that, you know, obviously, you have a big presence in the U.S. I don't know if  there are different set of circumstances, you know, whether it's regulatory or not, that prevents  you from making, you know, a similar type move given that opportunity exists here, as well. Just  any thoughts there?   Mr. Rich Montoni: Okay. Well, I have thoughts, but I'm going to ask Bruce to kind of tackle that  first. So, I think, Frank--and good morning, Frank--I think Frank is looking for some sort of  discussion as it relates to Revitalised, how does it fit into our U.K. business. Maybe touch upon  the significance to really even further add to HML would be very, very helpful, and then the U.S.  piece.   Mr. Bruce Caswell: Yeah, Frank, happy to answer that. So, Revitalised, as Rich mentioned in  his remarks, offers a range of health and fitness and well-being platforms and coaching  applications that are really designed for businesses but also serve the public sector. And  interestingly, we have found that employers that we serve in the occupational health space have  been asking more and more for that type of capability for their employees. It generally obviously  contributes to greater employee wellness, provides a lot of data, as well, for the employees and  enables them to participate in programs that the employer can offer and others can offer,  connect their devices and so forth and generally improve the health overall of the company and  its workforce.   Similarly—and the connection to Health Management Limited is pretty direct. I mean, we've  been working with Revitalised for some time to integrate their core capabilities and really private  label their solution into some of our key clients in the United Kingdom. So, we think that that  business is a business that’s got, you know, longer legs

as it relates to occupational health.   Where it really starts to get interesting is how that platform can then be leveraged to address  some of the broader needs in the United Kingdom as it relates to population health. And I  mentioned earlier, there are needs from a telehealth or telecare perspective as it relates to  individuals who are coming out of hospital and need to make a transition to home and  community based care and home and community based services. There are certainly needs, as  well, for large populations that are struggling with chronic conditions like diabetes and others.   And so, we feel that there's—as opportunities evolve in the United Kingdom and local  authorities and the national government create programs to address those broader population  health issues, this platform provides a nice springboard, if you will, to expand our digital reach.   I think it's also worth saying that, you know, that—the U.K. is not unique in that regard, and  there could very well be opportunities in the United States and in other geographies to leverage  the capability. One of the things that made Revitalised most attractive to us is the highly secure  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 21   architecture that they use and platform that they use to deliver their services. And that's  something that, obviously, in this age of the great scrutiny on cyber security that you want to pay  particular attention to.   Rich, any further comment?   Mr. Rich Montoni: I would only add that I think this Revitalised acquisition is a very interesting  one as it plays into what I think is a greater area, and that is how--this area of digital health and  wellness. And, you know, we've seen technology step up and play an increasing role in other  industries. So, you know, we're seeing significant advancement in personalized medicine.  We've seen it in the financial world where we now see machine generated personalized advice.   And in our space, I think we're seeing the early stages of personalized public service and  personalized—down to the personal—person population health management.   So, the technology is emerging that allows governments to do a better job in this area.  Revitalised is but one element to it. We hope that it will be something that we can deploy in  other areas. But, at a minimum, in the meantime, it is a very, very helpful addition to our  capabilities in the United Kingdom. So, early days - we're very excited about it.   Mr. Frank Sparacino: Great, sounds interesting. Thanks, guys.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Okay, Frank. Thank you.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Thanks, Frank. Next question please.   Operator: Our next question is from Brian Kinstlinger with Maxim Group.   Mr. Josh Seide: Hi. This is actually Josh Seide in for Brian. Thanks for taking the questions. I  did just jump on the call a little bit after the remarks, so I apologize if some of these topics have  been covered. But, firstly, after the Presidential election, management highlighted the exposure  to the ACA and Medicaid expansion. Has that exposure changed at all over the last—first half of  '17? And if so, can you update those

statistics? Thanks.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Josh, this is Rich. I think we touched upon it earlier in the call. Our take is  that, by and large, the pause remains relatively constant. So, it's not greater or less than our  read in the prior quarter or prior quarters. So, I think it's relative constant, Josh.   Mr. Josh Seide: Okay. And following the failure of the "skinny repeal" later last week, what do  you think or expect the state of Medicaid expansion is in terms of, you know, the states that  remain in consideration of it? Thank you.  



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 22    Mr. Rich Montoni: Got it, Josh. Bruce Caswell's anxious to answer that.   Mr. Bruce Caswell: My inner policy [unintelligible]. Too soon to tell really if additional states  are gonna move forward with Medicaid expansion. But, as an interesting anecdote, the Kaiser  Family Foundation has done a poll that really finds very widespread support for Medicaid across  the political spectrum. 74 percent of respondents had a favorable view of the program, and 67  percent believe that it's working well.   So, it comes down to, you know, if there's general support from the public, there are other  factors. Will the federal funding that has been in place under the Affordable Care Act, which you  may recall phases down to 90 percent by 2020, you know, will that remain in place? Also,  states that obviously stood potentially under the repeal and replace or the skinny bill to lose  significant disproportionate share payments for their hospital systems obviously no longer face  that challenge.   And I guess we're seeing also in a number of states hospital systems and state regulators and  state Medicaid agencies get together to, if you will, stitch together models to provide insurance  for individuals, particularly in some of the, what they call the bare counties, right? So,  historically, you know, we were--there was concern that, for example, in some states like Iowa,  there would be a large number of counties, and in Ohio, I think 19 counties that were at risk of  not having a plan offering.   So, with that as the backdrop, I think there's a lot of collaboration and a lot of discussion out  there about the benefits of Medicaid expansion. And we're going to continue to work with our  clients and offer our perspective on how they can do that in a cost efficient fashion, but I won't  try to get too deeply into the politics of each individual state on that topic.   Mr. Josh Seide: Great. And then, lastly, can you just maybe provide the percentage of the 

company's bookings for the quarter that were for new or expanded work versus recompete and  also, you know, the same percentage for the company's pipeline, what is new versus recompete  work? Thank you.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Sure.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Just a second, Josh. Let me get you that—the award. On the pipeline, I believe  that was in Richard's—Rich's prepared comments.   Mr. Rich Montoni: I think so. I think I mentioned it to be 40 percent, Josh.   



 

MAXIMUS Fiscal 2017 Third Quarter Conference Call  August 3, 2017  Page 23   Ms. Lisa Miles: In the meantime, we'll go forward with the next question as we're running short  on time, and I'll get back to you on that answer.   Mr. Rich Montoni: Okay.   Operator: Our next question is a follow up from Richard Close with Canaccord Genuity.   Mr. Richard Close: Great, thanks. Hey, Rick, you know, going back in time, you look at the  model, I think in 2013, you had peak margins, operating margin around 13.9 percent. As we  think about the logjam currently, you know, based on the chaos with the federal government  right now and lack of, you know, significant new contracts possibly that create startup cost for  you guys, do you think--is there the potential for margins to reach, you know, that peak level of  13.9 percent achieved a couple years ago? I know you were receiving a lot of change order  benefits, and that was high margin business, if I'm not mistaken. But, any thoughts in or around  margin expansion?   Mr. Rick Nadeau: Yeah, sure. Going back to the period you talk about when we hit that 13.9  percent margin, you also had the benefit in our federal appeals business to Medicare appeals,  and a lot of the RAC audit volumes that were creating a lot of work for us during that period of  time. So, I think that was a little bit of a windfall.   Mr. Richard Close: Okay.   Mr. Rick Nadeau: Margin expansion, we work hard on it. I think we—look, you can always get  better. You can always, you know, do a little bit better here and a little bit better there. And I do  think we lead the—our competitors, but they're quick followers as far as automation and things  like that. So, I think we're doing pretty well. Can we get a little bit better? You can always get a  little bit better, but I don't see an opportunity for us to really, you know, break through back to  the margins that we had in that particular time because we were benefited by those huge RAC  volumes.   Mr. Richard Close: Okay, great.

Thank you.   Mr. Rick Nadeau: You're welcome.   Ms. Lisa Miles: Next question please.   Operator: Ladies and gentlemen, we have reached the end of the question and answer  session and are out of time for today's call. MAXIMUS thanks you for your time and  participation. You may disconnect your lines at this time.  
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2 Forward-looking Statements & Non-GAAP Information These slides should be read in conjunction with the Company’s most recent quarterly earnings press release, along  with listening to or reading a transcript of the comments of Company management from the Company’s most recent  quarterly earnings conference call. This document may contain non-GAAP financial information. Management uses this information in its internal  analysis of results and believes that this information may be informative to investors in gauging the quality of our  financial performance, identifying trends in our results, and providing meaningful period-to-period comparisons.  These measures should be used in conjunction with, rather than instead of, their comparable GAAP measures. For  a reconciliation of non-GAAP measures to the comparable GAAP measures presented in this document, see the  Company’s most recent quarterly earnings press release. Throughout this presentation, numbers may not add due to rounding. A number of statements being made today will be forward-looking in nature. Such statements are only predictions  and actual events or results may differ materially as a result of risks we face, including those discussed in our SEC  filings. We encourage you to review the summary of these risks in Exhibit 99.1 to our most recent Form 10-K filed  with the SEC. The Company does not assume any obligation to revise or update these forward-looking statements  to reflect subsequent events or circumstances. 



 

3 Total Company Results – Third Quarter of FY 2017 • Solid cash flow and strong operating margins • Revenue decreased 3% principally due to foreign currency  impacts and expected wind down of Veterans Affairs  subcontract in U.S. Federal Services Segment; on a constant  currency basis, revenue would have decreased 1% • Revenue in Health Services Segment somewhat tempered by  previously disclosed decision not to rebid a contract, as well  as a pending change order • GAAP diluted EPS were $0.86 and better than expected • Over-delivery on the bottom line primarily due to benefits for  research and development (R&D) tax credits in U.S. and  Canada. In Q3 FY17 we recorded tax credits of $3.7M  (or approximately $0.06 diluted EPS) related to tax returns  for years prior to FY17. We will claim R&D tax credits in  future years, but impact is not expected to be as material  as this pickup • Also had favorable results of approximately $0.01 of diluted  earnings per share principally due to other income and gain  on sale of the K-12 education business; the remaining over- delivery was attributable to operating performance Revenue Health Segment 335.1$ 333.7$ 0% U.S. Federal Segment 131.6 149.6 (12%) Human Segment 133.8 133.8 0% Total 600.4$ 617.1$ (3%) Operating Income Health Segment 51.6$ 50.4$ 2% U.S. Federal Segment 15.9 19.1 (17%) Human Segment 16.4 14.3 15% Segment Income 83.8$ 83.8$ (0%) Intangibles amortization (2.7) (3.5)  Gain on sale of a business 0.7 6.5  Other 0.1 (2.1)  Total 81.8$ 84.6$ (3%) Operating Margin % 13.6% 13.7% Net Income attri utabl to MAXIMUS 56.9$ 52.2$ 9% Diluted EPS - GAAP 0.86$ 0.79$ 9% ($ in millions,  except per share data) Q3 FY17 Q3 FY16 % Change 



 

4 Health Services Segment Q3 FY17 Revenue  • Unfavorably impacted by foreign currency translation; on a constant currency basis, revenue would have grown 3% • Segment benefitted from growth on existing contracts and improved service delivery in the U.K. • The prior-year period included $5M of work from a state-based health insurance exchange that we chose not to rebid • During Q3 FY17, we have been working on finalizing a change order where expenses are being incurred, but  revenue is expected to be recorded for the additional scope of work in future periods; this tempered Q3 FY17 by  approximately $4M Q3 FY17 Operating Margin • 15.4% and reflects an operationally strong portfolio Revenue Health Services 335.1$ 333.7$ 0% Operating Income  Health Services 51.6$ 50.4$ 2% Operating Margin % 15.4% 15.1% ($ in millions) Q3 FY17 Q3 FY16 % Change 



 

5 U.S. Federal Services Segment Q3 FY17 Revenue  • As expected, revenue declined 12% compared to Q3 FY16, mostly due to Department of Veterans Affairs  subcontract that ended in April 2017 Q3 FY17 Operating Margin  • Strong at 12.1% and driven by ongoing efficiency benefits Continue to see a general slowdown in the federal market due to the transition in Washington Revenue U.S. Federal Services 131.6$ 149.6$ (12%) Operating Income  U.S. Federal Services 15.9$ 19.1$ (17%) Operating Margin % 12.1% 12.8% ($ in millions) Q3 FY17 Q3 FY16 % Change 



 

6 Human Services Segment Q3 FY17 Revenue  • Comparable to Q3 FY16 • On a constant currency basis, growth would have been 2% • Organic growth was partially offset by expected ramp down of Work Programme in the U.K. Q3 FY17 Operating Margin • Strong at 12.2% Revenue Human Services 133.8$ 133.8$ (0%) Operating Income  Human Services 16.4$ 14.3$ 15% Operating Margin % 12.2% 10.7% ($ in millions) Q3 FY17 Q3 FY16 % Change 



 

7 Cash Flows and DSOs $ in millions Q3 FY17 Cash flow from operations $115.2 Cash paid for property, equipment & capitalized software ($6.1) Free cash flow $109.1 Days Sales Outstanding (DSOs) • 64 days at June 30, 2017, better than our targeted range of 65 to 80 days Delivered strong cash flows in Q3 FY17 



 

8 Cash, Uses of Cash and Capital Allocation Long-Term Debt • Subsequent to Q3 close, paid off all draws on U.S. credit facility Q3 FY17 Share Repurchases • No repurchases in third quarter; approximately $109M remaining under Board-authorized program at June 30, 2017  Q3 FY17 Balance Sheet • Healthy balance sheet with flexibility for capital deployment and investments • Cash and cash equivalents totaling $104.4M at June 30, 2017; most held outside the U.S. Uses of Cash • Remain committed to sensible and practical uses of cash to create long-term shareholder value • As a reminder, capital allocation priorities include: ‒ Selective acquisitions to enhance our ability to pursue new growth platforms ‒ Quarterly cash dividends  ‒ Opportunistic share repurchases 



 

9 Guidance Fiscal 2017 Guidance New Old Notes Revenue $2.425B - $2.475B $2.425B - $2.475B No change, bias toward bottom of range GAAP Diluted EPS $3.05-$3.15 $3.00-$3.10 Raising FY17 estimates primarily due to  R&D tax credits recorded in Q3 Cash provided by  operations $230M - $280M $230M - $280M No change, but expect to slightly exceed  top end of range Free cash flow $170M - $220M $170M - $220M No change, but expect to exceed top end of  range • Now project effective income tax rate for Q4 and FY17 to range between 33% and 34% • As previously mentioned, there is a new accounting requirement that “windfall benefit” from tax deductions in  excess of book deductions for stock compensation be recorded as an adjustment to the tax provision, starting  this year. This means that the effective income tax rate for Q4 FY17 will depend upon the stock price at  September 30, 2017, which is the date that restricted stock units will vest • Will reduce our effective income tax rate as compared to prior years; also introduces more variability to the tax  rate estimates we provide 
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11 Good Third Quarter & Remain on Pace for Solid FY17 • Good Q3 with healthy operating margins  and cash flows; remain on pace for a  solid FY17 • Core business remains strong and long- term macro environment remains favorable • Today, will address the most common  questions about short- and long-term  growth 



 

12 Short-Term Growth Our short-term view has not changed • Still view pause in the industry as temporary, it is impractical  to speculate when we might see a break in the pause. In the  U.S., we are currently seeing:  - smaller deal sizes reflecting budget uncertainty - increased delays and longer procurement cycles reflecting  policy uncertainty - less deal flow of opportunities overall  • Staffing shortfalls continue to hinder the decision-making  progress at both federal and state level • Leads us to believe that single-digit, top-line growth is a more  realistic target in the short term, until new priorities, legislation  and programs have solidified • MAXIMUS possesses a healthy and stable portfolio, which is  a good foundation to build upon • Benefitting in the short-term from our stable portfolio and  actively planting seeds for long-term future growth; this  includes new growth opportunities that allow us to augment  and further leverage our core capabilities 



 

13 Long-Term Growth Management commitment to identify and invest in  long-term growth opportunities  • Over the next five years, the macro environment is  as favorable as it’s been in a long time • Governments increasingly require solutions to  manage aging populations, individuals with more  complex health needs, and growing caseloads in a  cost-effective and efficient way  • We have ample longer-term opportunities as  governments around the world address these  macro trends • As we look ahead to the next five years, we are  keenly focused on capitalizing on macro demand  trends and bringing us more in-line with our stated  10% long-term growth target • While 10% growth is never assured, our three- pronged approach gives us multiple paths: 1. Growing in our current core markets 2. Moving into the next set of adjacent markets 3. Incorporating new growth platforms Three Pronged Approach to  Long-Term Growth Moving into  adjacent  markets Incorporating  new growth  platforms Growing in  current core  markets 



 

14 Growth in Core Markets – Digital Engagement Our digital, analytics and technology solutions have been key differentiators to winning recent bids  Digital engagement • We offer forward-thinking services that can fundamentally  change our clients’ approaches to achieving outcomes • Participants in government programs expect same types of  digital engagement they rely on when interacting with  consumer-oriented businesses • Established MAXIMUS Digital Solutions and launched mobile  apps for government programs • Successful launch of the new Healthy Louisiana app on June  30; during the month of July, nearly one-quarter of Louisiana  Medicaid enrollments took place through digital channels Our clients value our ability to infuse digital into our BPO solutions  to make it easier for beneficiaries to engage with government programs 



 

15 Growth in Core Markets – Analytics & Technology Innovation and technology enables us to operate more efficient and effective programs – a key priority for clients at all levels of government These differentiators will play an important role in helping us to continue to grow our core business Analytics • Increasing role in service delivery– from operations  optimization, staffing models and performance  management initiatives • Performance analytics have improved our  operational processes both in the U.S. and abroad • Clients appreciate how analytics provide improved  outcomes through greater insight into populations  served Technology • Allows us to drive efficiencies and improve quality  • By incorporating more process automation into our  solution sets, we lower overall program costs by  reducing number of required staff and reassigning  resources to more complex and high-value tasks  • Have successfully deployed automation to increase  efficiency and quality across a number of projects 



 

16 Adjacent Markets – Long-Term Services & Supports Emerging Long-Term Services and Supports Market • Given demographic trend of aging populations with more complex health needs, we anticipate increasing  demand in the emerging Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) market  • Our LTSS work is in its infancy with roots tied to our commitment to independence and conflict-free services • As the market further evolves, governments seek to protect the line between independent assessors,  determining what services are needed and the health care providers delivering care • Built our conflict-free assessments business in NY off our existing Medicaid enrollment broker platform − Assessments are for residents seeking home and community-based long-term care services, or have  requirements for intellectual and developmental disability services  − Shift in workforce composition (highly skilled nurses as evaluators and qualified assessors to  determine program eligibility for individuals with disabilities and/or chronic illnesses); contracts with  highly skilled workers serving populations with complex needs can lead to longer client relationships • Since supplemented LTSS skill sets and experiences through Ascend acquisition • LTSS portfolio recently grew with new assessment contracts helping state agencies determine the most  appropriate placement and health care needs for program beneficiaries When management contemplates the next set of adjacencies, we consider our clients’  longer-term visions for reengineering their social programs and delivery mechanisms  



 

17 Adjacent Markets – Geographic Expansion Singapore Pilot Program • Another successful path into adjacent markets;  plays a key role in our land and expand strategy • Often begins with an acquisition or pilot program  where we deliver our core services to a new  population • Small but strategic workforce services pilot  program in Singapore • Providing professional career guidance to local  job seekers who are unemployed or seeking  career transitions • While it’s early days, pilot program start-up went  smoothly; we are pleased to establish a small  foothold in the Asia market 



 

18 New Growth Opportunities • Entered the U.K. occupational health market through acquisition  • Gained a workforce that included health care professionals delivering health  and well-being services to a new set of public and private sector clients • Provided the qualifications to win the Health Assessment Advisory Service,  which ultimately created significant tangible, long-term shareholder value Management continues to identify and implement new growth opportunities, particularly those that support  governments’ ability to address changing demographics, evolving social policy and legislative reforms • Continue to target new growth opportunities that will play a role for the next five years • Recently acquired Revitalised, a provider of digital solutions to engage employees  and communities in the areas of health, fitness and well-being • Revitalised helps to educate and motivate individuals to lead a balanced, healthy  lifestyle through the latest digital technology • Flagship wellness platform used by clients in both the U.K public and private sector  • Enhances our health and well-being solutions and is a natural complement to our  core global health services In summary, growing our core, entering into new adjacencies, and incorporating new growth platforms  are three ways MAXIMUS will continue to grow and deliver value for our clients and shareholders. 



 

19 New Awards June 30, 2017 YTD Signed Contracts $1.8B Additional Unsigned Contracts $260M Sales Opportunities June 30, 2017 Total Pipeline* $3.3B * Reported pipeline only reflects short-term opportunities where we  believe request for proposals will be released within next six months New Awards & Sales Pipeline • Our year-to-date total contract value of signed  contracts remain strong at $1.8B • We also had an additional $260M in awarded,  unsigned contracts at June 30, 2017  • Our pipeline of opportunities at June 30, 2017  was $3.3B • Continue to see some procurement delays and  experienced other normal-course fluctuations,  which includes losses, cancellations and no bids • Of the $3.3 billion pipeline, just over 40% is new  work and reflects opportunities across all three  segments and our current geographies Conversion of sales pipeline into future revenue growth depends on win rates, timing of awards, how quickly the contracts ramp up 



 

20 Conclusion • Seizing the opportunity during this period of pause and  actively engaged in working all three primary avenues for  growth • Yesterday’s adjacencies and new growth platforms are  today’s core business – our approach today is no  different than how management has successfully grown  the Company in the past • Constantly looking for new opportunities as markets  evolve over time; maintain a significant amount of  flexibility as we pursue these opportunities, which include  new geographies, acquisitions or new service offerings • Our ability to meet our long-term financial and operational  objectives will come from: - Well-timed investments in both organic and acquired  solutions that address macro demand trends - Disciplined delivery and management of these  solutions - Continued focus on achieving the outcomes that  matter most to our clients and the citizens we serve 



 


